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Abstract
The conjecture of a price−induced technical progress was formulated by Hicks in 1932. It
acquired prominence during the seventies with the work of Hayami and Ruttan who dealt
with the agricultural sectors in the United States and Japan. A novel specification of this
hypothesis is that output and input prices enter the production function as shift parameters of
the technology frontier. In this paper, it is found that empirically verifiable hypotheses under
price−induced technical progress can be expressed in the form of estimable combinations of
partial derivatives of the input demand functions with the partial derivatives of the production
function. In principle, these novel comparative statics relations are observable but their
measurement requires the simultaneous estimation of the input demand and of the production
functions. The price−induced technical progress specification presented in this paper includes
a generalization of the Hotelling lemma.
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In The Theory of Wages (1932, 1957, p. 124), John Hicks formulated the conjecture that a change
in the relative prices of factors of production could inﬂuence the direction and the magnitude
of technical progress (TP). This is probably the original statement that inspired speciﬁcations of
price-induced technical progress. One of the ﬁrst empirical studies in support of this idea is the
work of Rothbarth (1946) who compared United States and British industries. This analysis was
continued by Habbakuk (1962) who concluded that the faster pace of technical progress in the
United States as compared to Great Britain was to be attributed to a higher capital intensity of the
American industries. In the sixties, a lively debate took place among economists with the purpose
of sharpening the identiﬁcation of the process of innovation and technical progress. Ahmad (1966)
provides a critical survey of that debate. In the seventies, the price-induced hypothesis of technical
progresswasre-formulatedbyHayamiandRuttan(1971,p. 82)intheanalysisofUnitedStatesand
Japanese agricultural sectors. More recently, Mitchell (1999) surveyed the economic models for
studying price-induced technical change. He concluded (Mitchell, 1999, p. 5) that the neoclassical
production function approach is difﬁcult to implement empirically and that there are few testable
hypotheses generated by such a model without a clear speciﬁcation of the inputs to and outputs of
innovation.
Afundamentaldeﬁciencyofmanystudiesdealingwithtechnicalprogressisthelackoftestable




technical progress without a formal speciﬁcation of models that articulate this hypothesis. This
aspect of the analysis, therefore, will be the focus of this paper.
Moreover, the comparative statics implications of a price-induced-technical-progress hypoth-
esis have never been analyzed. In this paper, therefore, we explore the comparative statics of
price-induced technical progress from a microeconomic perspective. More speciﬁcally, we incor-
porateoutputandinputpricesdirectlyintotheproductionfunctionwheretheyactasshiftparameters
of the technological frontier.
The double role assumed by prices, namely as scarcity signals and as shift parameters, destroys
the traditional comparative statics relations of the competitive ﬁrm as derived by Hicks. In order
to recover refutable qualitative conditions of empirically veriﬁable hypotheses for the competitive
ﬁrm operating under price-induced technical progress, it is necessary to consider a more complex
set of comparative statics relations. The major result of this novel analysis, therefore, is a set of
comparative statics relations that depend upon dual and primal functions and comes in the form
of a symmetric and positive semideﬁnite matrix of observable terms. Hence, the empirical imple-
mentation of the comparative statics conditions developed in this paper requires the concomitant
measurement of the input derived demand functions and of the production function.
In section 2 we show the impossibility of signing the direct partial derivatives of output supply
andinputderiveddemandfunctions. Insection3wedeveloptheframeworkforderivingcomparative
statics conditions for the price-induced TP model that are observable and testable. In section 4 we
state a generalization of the Hotelling lemma. In section 5 we discuss some estimation issues
associated with the novel TP model. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Initial Analysis
In this section, we show that the proﬁt maximizing speciﬁcation under price-induced technical
progress does not produce the familiar Hicksian comparative statics conditions involving the indi-
vidual direct partial derivatives of the output supply and input demand functions. Let y = f(x,p,r)
be a twice continuously differentiable production function for a single output y>0, where x ∈  N
++
is a vector of inputs, r ∈  N
++ is a vector of input prices, and p>0 is output price. Throughout the
paper, we assume that there exists a locally once continuously differentiable solution to the proﬁt
maximizing problem of the competitive ﬁrm. Furthermore, and in this section only, we assume
1that the matrix of second partial derivatives of the production function with respect to input quan-
tities, fxx, is nonsingular at the optimum solution. We do not assume anything further about the
production function f(·).





= pf(x,p,r) − r x}. (1)
The ﬁrst-order necessary conditions are
∂F
∂x
= pfx(x,p,r) − r = 0. (2)
Under the postulated assumptions, relations (2) can be solved, in principle, for the vector of
inputderiveddemandfunctions x = x(p,r)whilethesupplyfunctionis y(p,r)=f[x(p,r),p,r]. These
functionsarenot, ingeneral, homogeneousofdegreezeroinpricesbecausetheproductionfunction
is not assumed to be homogeneous of degree zero in (p,r).
We now are interested in demonstrating that the traditional Hicksian comparative statics rela-
tions do not hold. These relations are obtained by inserting the solution vector x = x(p,r) into Eq.




+ pfxp = 0, (3)
pfxx
∂x
∂r  + pfxr − I = 0. (4)




































xxfxp + fp, (7)
∂y
∂r  = f 
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xxfxr + fr. (8)
NoneofthederivativesinEqs. (5),(6),(7)and(8)aresignablebecauseofthepresenceofcross-
derivatives of the production function involving the quantity and the prices of all commodities. The
traditional Hicksian relations are special cases of the above conditions and are obtained precisely
when prices do not enter the production function.
3. Comparative Statics of the Competitive Firm Under Price Induced Technical Progress
Thissectionestablishes,fortheﬁrsttime,thattestablehypothesesofproducer’sbehavior,consistent
with the speciﬁcation of a price-dependent production function, can be obtained as an estimable
combination of partial derivatives of the production function and input demand functions. To this
purpose, were-statetheproblemofthecompetitiveﬁrmanalyzedinsection2usingtheprimal-dual
methodology of Silberberg (1974).
2First, let us deﬁne the indirect or maximized proﬁt function φ(·) of the competitive ﬁrm under













in r. These conclusions are all a result of the appearance of the prices in the production function
and the fact that we have not assumed anything about the partial derivatives of f(·) with respect
to (p,r). The only things that can be said about the proﬁt function φ(·) is that it is locally C2 and
φ(p,r) ≥ 0. A major consequence of these statements is that the traditional Hotelling lemma does
not apply to the indirect proﬁt function φ(·). Further on, we will present a Generalized Hotelling
lemma that re-establishes the familiar derivative property to recover the output supply and the input
derived demand functions.
The conclusion of the preceding section found that the direct partial derivatives of the choice
functions y(p,r) and x(p,r) cannot be signed. We now re-state the optimization problem of the
competitive ﬁrm using Silberberg’s (1974) primal-dual methodology. The ensuing analysis will
result in comparative statics conditions that can form the scaffolding for a measurable test of the





= F(x,p,r) − φ(p,r)=pf(x,p,r) − r x − φ(p,r). (10)
Given the assumptions made in section 2 about the existence of a locally once continuously dif-
ferentiable solution to the proﬁt maximizing behavior of the competitive producer, problem (10)
implies the ﬁrst-order necessary conditions (or envelope relations)
Dp = pfp + f − φp =0 , (11)
Dr = pfr − x − φr = 0, (12)
and the second-order necessary conditions
u Dααu = u [Fαα − φαα]u ≤ 0 for all u ∈  N+1, (13)
where α
def
=( p,r). This condition means that the matrix Dαα, and its equivalent [Fαα − φαα], must
be symmetric negative semideﬁnite.
In order to attribute economic signiﬁcance to each element of the matrix [Fαα − φαα] it is
convenient to ﬁrst compute the Hessian matrix of the primal-dual objective function D(·) with









2fp + pfpp − φpp fr + pfpr − φpr
fr + pfrp − φrp pfrr − φrr

. (14)
This matrix is symmetric by Young’s theorem and negative semideﬁnite by the requirement of the
second-order necessary conditions of problem (10) given in Eq. (13). Using the second term of Eq.
(13), we see that these conditions can be written in the somewhat more informative form according
to which u Fααu ≤ u φααu for all u ∈  N+1. This means that the indirect proﬁt function φ(·) is not,
in general, convex in prices since F(·) is not either, as noted above.
The ﬁnal step is the differentiation of the envelope relations (11) and (12) after they have been
transformed into identities such as
pfp[x(p,r),p,r]+f[x(p,r),p,r] − φp(p,r) ≡ 0, (15)
pfr[x(p,r),p,r] − x(p,r) − φr(p,r) ≡ 0. (16)







































2fp + pfpp − φpp fr + pfpr − φpr




Since the right-hand-side matrix of Eq. (17) is symmetric positive semideﬁnite so is the left-
hand-side matrix S(α). This latter matrix is measurable and constitutes the only test of the price-
induced technical progress hypothesis. Notice that the measurement of the matrix S(α) requires
the estimation of the production function together with the derived demand functions for inputs.
A more detailed examination of condition (17) allows us to state the following three relations that























where δjk is the Kronecker delta. Relation (19) provides more insight into the price-induced TP







≤ 0,j =1 ,...,N. (21)
The ﬁrst term is the standard response of the j-th input demand function to a variation of its own
price, while the second term must be regarded as the effect of the price-induced technical progress
when the j-th input price is varied. The latter effect involves the product of all the inputs’ responses
to a variation of the j-th input price and the second cross derivatives of the production function with
respect to the j-th input price and all the input quantities.
It is surprising to notice that the slopes of the supply function do not enter into the elements
of the matrix S(α). Using the output supply function in the form of y(p,r)=f[x(p,r),p,r] and the
results in Eqs. (18) and (20), however, it is possible to obtain the following relations involving the
slopes of this function:
∂y
∂p










Using ∂y/∂r  = fx∂x/∂r  + fr and Eq. (20), the standard Hicksian cross symmetry condition in-
volving the input price slopes of the output supply function and the output price slopes of the input
demand functions take on the following more complex speciﬁcation
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If prices do not enter the production function, relation (24) reduces to the familiar Hicksian reci-
procity condition.
44. Generalized Hotelling Lemma
Within the model of price-induced technical progress analyzed in the previous section, the partial
derivatives of the indirect proﬁt function φ(·) with respect to output and input prices do not produce
thesupplyandderiveddemandfunctionsasinthestandardHotellinglemma. Inthepresentcase,the
failureofthiscelebratedlemmaisduetothefactthattheproductionfunction f(·)dependsexplicitly
on the prices, in contrast to the standard proﬁt maximization model of the competitive producer.
The structure of the envelope relations (11) and (12) provides the basis for a generalization of the
standard Hotelling lemma to include the partial derivatives of the production function with respect
to prices. Hence, the output supply function can be recovered as
y(p,r)=φp − pfp, (25)
while the vector of input derived demand functions is recovered by
x(p,r)=−[φr − pfr]. (26)
The proﬁt maximizing output supply and input demand functions under the price-induced TP
hypothesis can be obtained from a pair of consistent production and proﬁt functions by combining
their derivatives with respect to prices as indicated by the right-hand-side of Eqs. (25) and (26).
The results of the traditional Hotelling lemma are obtained as special cases of Eqs. (25) and (26)
when prices do not enter the production function. Nothing can be said a priori about the slopes
of either the supply or the input derived demand functions presented in Eqs. (25) and (26). Also,
these functions are no longer homogeneous of degree zero in prices.
5. Estimation Considerations
Although the focus of this paper is on developing the theoretical framework for testing the price-
induced TP hypothesis, we wish also to consider a few aspects of the collateral estimation process.
To this purpose, we will contrast the estimation of the standard model with the challenge of testing
the novel speciﬁcation.
In the standard model, where the proﬁt function is convex in prices and the Hotelling lemma
recovers the supply and demand functions directly, the testing of the proﬁt-maximizing hypothesis
entails the estimation of the system of relations that is constituted by the output supply and input
deriveddemandfunctions(andpossiblytheproﬁtfunctionitself). Inthiscontext, therearesomany
conditionstoverify, orpropertiestoimpose, onthemodelthatthelikelihoodofsuchamodelﬁtting
the sample data ought to be drastically reduced. These output supply and input demand functions
must be homogeneous of degree zero in prices; the matrix of own price slopes of the input demand
functionmustbesymmetricnegativesemideﬁnite; theownpriceslopeoftheoutputsupplyfunction
must be nonnegative; the vector of output price derivatives of the input demand functions must be
equal to the negative vector of input price derivatives of the output supply function. These are
formidable requirements and it is not surprising that often the empirical data did not ﬁt the model.
Testing of the price-induced TP model developed in this paper requires the estimation of the
production function and of the system of input derived demand functions. In other words, the
output supply function of the standard model is replaced by the production function. This novel
mixtureofprimalanddualrelationscharacterizesamodelspeciﬁcationwherethereisnoseparation
hyperplane between the primal space of technology and the dual space of prices. The empirical
speciﬁcation of the model must satisfy only two conditions or properties: the concavity of the
production function in the input quantities, and the symmetry and positive semideﬁnitenes of the
matrix S(α) in Eq. (17). This condition can be imposed by means of the Cholesky factorization
technique. Since none of the relations are homogeneous of any degree, attention should be paid to
avoidanypricenormalizationwhichisatypicalstepoftheestimationprocessinthestandardmodel.
As the standard model’s speciﬁcation is nested within the price-induced TP model, it provides an
alternative speciﬁcation for improving the power of the test.
5Apotentiallydifﬁcultaspectofanyempiricalspeciﬁcationoftheprice-inducedTPmodelbased
on exact ﬂexible functional forms is that these forms do not have an explicit dual representation.
In this case it would be impossible to specify a consistent output supply function and input demand
functions following the Generalized Hotelling lemma. A way around this crucial aspect is to view




progress. In this paper, we have explored the most general speciﬁcation of technical progress
induced by a change in the relative prices of commodities within the context of a competitive ﬁrm.
The crucial assumption of this type of technical process is that prices of outputs and inputs enter
the ﬁrm’s production function and act as shift parameters of the technological frontier.
Thecomparativestaticsanalysisoftheprice-inducedTPmodelrevealsthatthetraditionalHicks
conditions for the competitive ﬁrms no longer hold. In order to derive unambiguous qualitative
relations that form the basis for empirically veriﬁable hypotheses of the model, it is necessary
to assemble a precise combination of the partial derivatives of the demand functions by means of
partialderivativesoftheproductionfunction. Theﬁnalresultofthisanalysisisasymmetricpositive
semideﬁnite matrix that contains all the comparative statics relations of the model. Importantly, all
the components of this matrix are observable.
The principal novelty of this analysis is that the observability of these relations requires the
concomitant estimation of the production function and of the input demand functions. This is
unusual because, traditionally, the domain of the production function is the quantity space of inputs
whereas the domain of the demand functions is the price space of commodities. In the analysis
presented here, however, the domain of the production function is extended to include the price
space. This speciﬁcation produces second cross partial derivatives of the production function
involving both commodity quantities and their prices which are, at the same time, the source of
the breakdown of all the traditional Hicksian properties and the generator of the technical progress
effect.
Theresultsofthispaperarerathergeneral. Theyhavebeenobtainedwithminimalassumptions.
To the standard assumptions of the neoclassical model of the competitive ﬁrm we added only the
assumptionthatpricesentertheproductionfunctionasshiftparametersofthetechnologicalfrontier.
This assumption is testable against the veriﬁable hypotheses of the standard model.
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